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  C  CHAPTERHAPTER I I

Out For a Day's Romp
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1.1 –– The Day Begins

oday was the beginning of a nice sunny day. Loeffel

knew that, as he could just see past a corner of the

blanket covering their house. He had seen days begin like this

before, but not so many times. Loeffel hadn’t seen that many

days; he was a young bunny.

T

His sister and brother were up too. Their names were Hopel

and Bopeli.  They all weren't really brothers and sister, but it

seemed nice to them to think that.  They came to live at the

house with the Big People and the kitties at about the same

time. And, they were all about the same age. Loeffel was the

biggest of the three. He was a big dwarf lop, all white but with

a brown patch on his back and gray ears. His ears were so long

he had to  hold  his  head high to  keep them off  the  ground.

Hopel was a dwarf Angora. She had beautiful long gray fur.

Even though it took a bit of work to keep the tangles out, she
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thought it was worth it for the puff-ball look she enjoyed so

much.

And little Bopeli, he was a Netherlands dwarf, all black but

for some brown patches. He was so small and round he looked

like he could roll away just standing there. Sometimes he was a

bit nervous somebody might do just that thing to him.

Hopel  and Bopeli  were sniffing  about,  eagerly  searching

for yummy carrots that always came with the new day. Soon

the Big People would be up. Loeffel knew the carrots weren’t

to be found till the Big People came. He hadn’t heard their feet

yet, so they must still be sleeping. Loeffel had time to let his

thoughts wander.

He remembered watching Jeckle yesterday when he pushed

open the big screen door. It wasn’t so hard to do and Jeckle

was  fast.  So  fast  out  the  door  that  Loeffel  almost  jumped!

What happened next was the screen door slammed back shut:

Whap!

“Ah Hah!”  Loeffel  thought  to  himself,  “cats  have  to  be

careful with their tails.”

He knew that because earlier he had seen Heckle go out the

same  screen  door,  but  not  as  fast  as  his  brother:  Whap!

“Yeouch!!”

“That must have hurt! But I won’t have to worry about the

screen door  that  much,”  thought  Loeffel,  wiggling  his  little

puff of a tail.
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Heckle and Jeckle were house cats. They had been living

inside  with  the  Big  People  long  before  the  bunnies  could

remember—well,  long before these bunnies were even born,

that is. Their fur was long and sleek and completely black, so

black that they were hard to see, even looking straight at them.

They shared the house with the Big People and the bunnies.

The  kitties  and  bunnies  were  comfortable  with  each  other's

company. Sometimes Jeckle played with them, and sometimes

his play was a bit  rough,  with too much claws. But Loeffel

kept  him  in  check.  See,  kitties  grab  with  their  claws,  but

bunnies kick and slash with theirs. For their size, bunnies can

be  fierce  little  creatures.  Jeckle  wasn't  really  serious  about

hurting anybody anyways; he just forgets himself sometimes,

letting  out  the  wild  cat  that's  deep  inside  every  kitty.  The

moment always ended with Jeckle running off by himself to

some corner for some vigorous back licking. Loeffel gave him

his space. Later, everybody was friends again. That's a typical

day in the house: a typical day of bunny, kitty dynamics.
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1.2 –– Where did the Big People Go?

rom upstairs came noises, “Boom! Boom!”

“The Big People are up,” said all the bunnies together.
F

“We’re starving!” chorused Hopel and Bopeli.

“Ahh,  come-on,”  said  Loeffel.  “How  can  you  two  be

starving when you’re half the size of me!”

“But  we’re  gonna  grow-up  to  be  bigger  than  you  are,”

boasted Bopeli.

“Hmm… Well, we’ll see,” said Loeffel, smiling to himself.

“Maybe.”

The Big People always took care of the bunnies and kitties

before  they  saw to  their  own breakfast;  this  wasn’t  lost  on

Loeffel. He understood: they were important to the Big People

who loved them very much. The bunnies were fond of the Big

People. The kitties, well, they were fond of the Big People too;

they  just  liked  to  pretend  they  were  unimpressed  is  all.  It's

important in kitty style to remain detached, aloof. Heckle and

Jeckle were good at that, as most kitties are.
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Hopel  and  Bopeli  hadn’t  thought  about  the  Big  People

much.  The  world  outside  the  windows  was  so  big  and

everything was so new to these two.  The  Big People were,

well, big. Big and strange. And, the bunnies knew, they were

sometimes quite funny too. Like one time when they filled the

bunnies' water lick, the lid didn't get put on right. The lick was

hung back on the wall of the bunny house, upside down, just

like they were supposed to do. This was so the bunnies could

drink from it.  But then after one second, two seconds, three,

the lid came right off. All the water rushed gurgling out of the

lick into the bunny house before the Big Person could stop it.

The  bunny  house  was  soaked.  The  Big  Person  had  to  take

everything apart and replace all the wet bedding with fresh, dry

bedding.  Poor  sleepy Big Person.  Good for  the bunnies that

they had been pretending to explore the room on the far side.

They didn't get wet. Actually, they hadn't really been exploring

much at  the time.  The nervously jumping about  Big Person

was what had their  whole attention.  Not that they move that

fast,  but  they  do make a  lot  of  noise.  It  was  scary  for  the

bunnies  at  first.  But  then  when  they  thought  about  it,  they

agreed: Big People are quite funny.

The Big Person made their way over to the bunny house,

waking Loeffel  from his daydream.  The bunnies made little

noises so the Big Person would know they were still there and
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wouldn't  be  startled  from  the  discovery  of  three  hungry

bunnies waiting. When the blanket was taken off their bunny

home, Loeffel saw that he was right in thinking that today was

a beautiful  day.  He could see out  the window the  blue  sky

beyond the nice pine trees.

Jeckle had been at the window all  the morning since the

sun came up. He was thinking the same thing about the day;

this pleased him. “No wind today to blow at my beautiful fur.”

The Big Person took out last night’s straw, replacing it with

fresh, smelly straw—yummie alfalfa hay too.

Hopel and Bopeli were so excited; “Yum!” they chorused,

digging into the hay with their  noses.  Loeffel  couldn’t  help

himself;  he  dug-in  too!  Eat  and  eat  and  eat  at  the  leisure

bunnies enjoy.

The  Big  Person  left  the  top  to  their  house  open.  The

bunnies had an agreement with the Big People: they explore

the Big People’s  house and the  Big People can explore  the

bunnies’ house. That’s fair, isn’t it? After Loeffel had enough

hay, he hopped up out of his house and down the hall. Hopel

and Bopeli soon followed. They were all good at springing up

into the air. Springing is a natural talent for bunnies, so it was a

funny game for them jumping in and out of their house.

“The kitchen! Maybe a quick after-breakfast treat of some

kitty food,” Loeffel thought to himself—quite pleased. “That

stuff sure makes my ears hurt! It crunches so loudly!”
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Hopel  and Bopeli  were already visiting the Big People’s

feet at the breakfast table.

“It's fun to watch this one wiggle its toes,” Hopel said to

Bopeli. “Come over here and see.”

“Hah!  That’s  funny  how  they  curl  their  toes  up,”  said

Bopeli.

“I like to touch them with my nose,” said Loeffel, joining

them from the kitchen. “They jump: watch.”

“Heh-heh! That’s funny too,” said Bopeli.
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1.3 –– Loeffel finds the Screen Door Unlatched

oeffel  came  up  excited.  “Did  you  see  the  screen

door?”

“Huh? What do you mean?” asked Hopel.

L
“It’s unlatched.”

“Oh… So?” Bopeli asked.

“We can go outside, like the cats do. Let’s go see.”

Over they went to the screen door,  in that special bunny

walk: step, step hop, step, step hop. Something was up.

“Look:  this  is  how Jeckle opened the  screen door,”  said

Loeffel.

He pushed at the corner, quickly jumping through before it

banged close: Whap! He leaned up on the door standing on his

back legs, looking in at the surprised Hopel and Bopeli. They

had jumped back a step. “Come on you two!”

“Let’s go!” said Hopel.
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Loeffel  jumped back out of the way of their  enthusiasm.

And  out  they  came,  with  the  door  closing  in  a  single  big

Whap!

All three of them stood on the deck out in the warm sun. It

was their first time outside. They were smiling so big. Maybe

Bopeli had a bit of nervousness in his smile.  Loeffel looked

around, wide-eyed.

“It's  much  bigger  out  here  than  it  looks  through  the

window,” said Loeffel.

Hopel sat still with her nose wiggling up and down. Bopeli

was thinking about the big noise that the door had made. From

inside,  Heckle  was  thinking  about  the  noise  too,  his  tail

twitching back and forth.

The three bunnies pressed together for a little conference.

They decided to walk the deck, to see what the world had to

show them. Off they hopped.

Please help support the author by purchasing this book.  Available at
the author's site, deppli.com
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CCHAPTERHAPTER II II

Head Down to the PondHead Down to the Pond
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2.1 2.1 –– The Schlangli on the Deck The Schlangli on the Deck

opel went  first, followed by Bopeli; Loeffel was

close  behind.  Down  the  deck  and  around  the

house. There they saw the picnic table, by the deck's railing.

H
“Hey, look!” said Hopel.  “There’s a cat under the picnic

table.”

For  the  rest  of  this  chapter  and  all  the  others,  please

purchase this book.  Available at the author's site, deppli.com
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2.2 2.2 –– Hummingbirds and Woodpeckers Hummingbirds and Woodpeckers

 hummingbird flew past, “Bzzzz.” He hovered around

the  feeder;  “Bzzzz,  Bzzzz,”  checking  each  side.

Landing on a branch for a moment, he squeaked his presence

to the world,  bragging about his  beautifully  bright  colors of

green and red, then off he flew dodging through the pine trees.

A

For  the  rest  of  this  chapter  and  all  the  others,  please

purchase this book.  Available at the author's site, deppli.com
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2.3 2.3 –– Meet The Turkey Gang Meet The Turkey Gang

ff they ran, down the steps and towards where the tall

wild grass began. It’s was so fun to run. Three little

bunnies  chasing  each  other  with  big  smiles  on  their  faces,

raising little clouds of dust as they raced across the yard. They

were almost to the tall grass when the three of them heard a

swishing sound. They dug in their little bunny heels, skidding

to a stop.

O

For  the  rest  of  this  chapter  and  all  the  others,  please

purchase this book.  Available at the author's site, deppli.com
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2.4 2.4 –– The Bully Cat The Bully Cat

he tribe came to a wire fence.  The turkeys hopped

through the fence as though it  wasn’t  there.  It  was

just  the  right  height  for  Hopel  and  Bopeli  to  walk  under.

Loeffel  had to  lower  his  head,  his  lop-ears dragging on the

ground.

T

“This will take us to the trail I promised you,” said Victor.

For  the  rest  of  this  chapter  and  all  the  others,  please

purchase this book.  Available at the author's site, deppli.com
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2.5 2.5 –– Bandit Dog Bandit Dog

andit  looked  over  the  tribe.  “Hoy!  You  have

bunnies  with  you.  Hello  Loeffel,  Hopel,  Bopeli.

You’re on the other side of the screen door today. Out for a

little adventure walk with Victor’s tribe?”

B
“Hi ya, Bandit,” said Loeffel in the steadiest voice he could

manage. Hopel and Bopeli smiled, still shivering.

For  the  rest  of  this  chapter  and  all  the  others,  please

purchase this book.  Available at the author's site, deppli.com
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CCHAPTERHAPTER III III

At the PondAt the Pond
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3.1 3.1 –– Arrival Arrival

oppeli  came up to  his  friend and said,  “I'll  race

you, Hopel. You'll see me there first!”B
“No Way! All you'll see is my trail dust, Rabbit Boy,” said

Hopel and off she leaped, speeding away.

For  the  rest  of  this  chapter  and  all  the  others,  please

purchase this book.  Available at the author's site, deppli.com
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3.2 3.2 –– Floating Away with Some of the Group Floating Away with Some of the Group

he dock was a square float tied with an old rope to a

stump on the shore. The rope did its best to keep the

wind from having its way with the dock. There was a bit of a

breeze blowing  softly,  carrying  the  dock slowly  to  and fro.

Loeffel hopped along the shore by the water's edge to where

the dock floated nearest.

T

“You two think you can jump aboard?” he asked.

For  the  rest  of  this  chapter  and  all  the  others,  please

purchase this book.  Available at the author's site, deppli.com
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3.3 3.3 –– Scenic Shore View Scenic Shore View

he wind carried Hopel and Loeffel further from the

shore along the end of the pond to where the reeds

grew thickly together and so very high over their little bunny

heads.  The  wind  made  such  a  noise  chattering  through  the

reeds. Our two admired the moment together, smiling to each

other. Their float moved further along.

T

For  the  rest  of  this  chapter  and  all  the  others,  please

purchase this book.  Available at the author's site, deppli.com
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3.4 3.4 –– “I can see my face” “I can see my face”

ack  to  our  two  on-board  the  float.  Hopel  and

Loeffel saw Bopeli arrive at the blackberry bush.

They  didn't  have  long  to  wonder  if  there  were  any berries.

Bopeli stood up and pulled on a vine.

B

For  the  rest  of  this  chapter  and  all  the  others,  please

purchase this book.  Available at the author's site, deppli.com
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3.5 3.5 –– Bunny Overboard Bunny Overboard

he wind blew. The ripples returned from their hiding

place, again taking away Hopel's mirror and pushing

the float along. She got more sleepy, daydreaming the colors in

the ripples were a movie of their adventure.

T

For  the  rest  of  this  chapter  and  all  the  others,  please

purchase this book.  Available at the author's site, deppli.com
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3.6 3.6 –– All Together Again All Together Again

oeffel  and Hopel  hopped over  to  Bopeli,  who was

deeply involved in the blackberries and looking a bit

plumper for it.

L
“Hi Loeffel. Hi Hopel. You're here already? Hey, why are

you two wet? I can understand why Hopel would be. I knew

her curiosity playing with the Big People's shower water was

getting too close to that stuff.”

For  the  rest  of  this  chapter  and  all  the  others,  please

purchase this book.  Available at the author's site, deppli.com
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3.7 3.7 –– Let's Head Home Let's Head Home

opel  had  slowed down plucking the  berries  off

and nibbling them gone, and Loeffel had finished

his. Both bunnies looked to each other.

H
“Don't you look a bit purple,” Loeffel said.

For  the  rest  of  this  chapter  and  all  the  others,  please

purchase this book.  Available at the author's site, deppli.com
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3.8 3.8 –– Turkey Tracks Turkey Tracks

o, off they went. The four of them continuing up

the path on the little hill that would lead them back

to their  house.  The dust they kicked up as they hopped and

bounded along floated off the trail, lazily moving away in the

breeze.

S

For  the  rest  of  this  chapter  and  all  the  others,  please

purchase this book.  Available at the author's site, deppli.com
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CCHAPTERHAPTER IV IV

Back at the HouseBack at the House
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4.1 4.1 –– Schlangli Asleep Under the Deck Schlangli Asleep Under the Deck

hey arrived together at the house. In the shade under

the  deck  was  the  Schlangli  Cat  asleep  on  an  old

towel. She knew the bunnies had arrived back even though she

had been asleep. She opened her eyes just a bit to count them

as back. “Yes, The Three have returned,” she said to herself.

She opened her eyes fully then, greeting the bunnies.

T

For  the  rest  of  this  chapter  and  all  the  others,  please

purchase this book.  Available at the author's site, deppli.com
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THE END.
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Summary

Bunnies On Parade  ,   a novella.

Three  rabbit  friends  find  themselves  on  an  adventure  of

inquisitiveness.  Confidence and courage are learned on their

journey  into  the  outside.  Old  friends  and  new  help  them

through their day in this endearing child's story. Inspired from

the  author's  impressions  of  family  pets,  while  living  in  the

foothills  of  Northern  California,  and the  desire  to  share  the

enthusiasm of imagination with his sons.
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